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Mitochondrial F-type ATP synthase: multiple enzyme functions
revealed by the membrane-embedded FO structure
Of the two main sectors of the F-type ATP synthase, the membrane-intrinsic FO
domain is the one which, during evolution, has undergone the highest structural
variations and changes in subunit composition. The FO complexity in mitochondria
is apparently related to additional enzyme functions that lack in bacterial and
thylakoid complexes. Indeed, the F-type ATP synthase has the main bioenergetic
role to synthesize ATP by exploiting the electrochemical gradient built by
respiratory complexes. The FO membrane domain, essential in the enzyme
machinery, also participates in the bioenergetic cost of synthesizing ATP and in
the formation of the cristae, thus contributing to mitochondrial morphology. The
recent enzyme involvement in a high-conductance channel, which forms in the
inner mitochondrial membrane and promotes the mitochondrial permeability
transition, highlights a new F-type ATP synthase role. Point mutations which cause
amino acid substitutions in FO subunits produce mitochondrial dysfunctions and
lead to severe pathologies. The FO variability in different species, pointed out by
cryo-EM analysis, mirrors the multiple enzyme functions and opens a new scenario
in mitochondrial biology.
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Introduction
Three membrane proteins of rotary ATPase family originating from a common
evolutionary ancestor, work as energy transduction complexes in biology. They are
identified as: A-, V- and F-type ATPases. A-type ATPases were found in archaea and
some bacteria, V-type ATPases are typical of eukaryotic vacuoles, while F-type ATPases
occur in eukaryotic mitochondria, chloroplasts and bacteria (Muench et al., 2011). All
these rotary ATPases are structurally and functionally similar. The characteristic

hydrophilic and hydrophobic ATPase domains are joined by: a single stalk stator in Ftype ATPases; by two stalks and a collar in A-type ATPases and three stalks and a collar
in V-type ATPases. The A and F-type ATPases can function as either ATP synthesis or
ion pumps, while the V-type ATPases only operate as ATP-driven H+ pumps (Muench et
al., 2011). Interestingly, the two main domains F1 and FO in F-type ATPases are basically
the ancestral modules found in all rotary ATPases, while the assembling pathway of the
F-type mitochondrial enzyme complex (Song et al., 2018) (named ATP synthase or F1FOATPase) summarizes the phylogeny of the rotary ATPase family. Indeed, the catalytic
subunit in the hydrophilic domain F1 is linked to the central and/or lateral stalks before
joining the transmembrane domain FO (Niu et al., 2017).
The membrane domain of F1FO-ATPase, known as FO, remains the most
enigmatic enzyme portion (Boyer, 1997). In all living organisms, the F1FO-ATPase is
known as the nano-machine that produces ATP, the “molecular energy currency” (Suzuki
et al., 2014). The synthesis of ATP in the energy-transducing inner mitochondrial
membrane (IMM) is made possible by matching the hydrophobic FO and hydrophilic F1
rotary mechanisms, by a structural and functional coupling of the two domains which
have different and mutually connected tasks (Junge et al., 1997, 2009).
The protonmotive force (∆p), built by substrate oxidation in the respiratory chain,
drives H+ translocation through FO domain by generating torque. This torsional
mechanism transmitted to the F1 domain changes the conformations of the catalytic and
non catalytic sites to allow ADP phosphorylation. The bi-functional enzyme can also
work in reverse when the ∆p drops and the Gibbs free energy of ATP hydrolysis in F1
domain powers the H+ pumping activity of FO which re-energizes the IMM (Okuno et al.,
2011). This reversible energy transduction mechanism, unique in biology, is based on
semi-channels, electrostatic barriers, hourglass-shaped rotors and unexpected horizontal

membrane-intrinsic α-helices. The reversible protonation/deprotonation of carboxylic
sites not only translocates H+ across the IMM, but also converts H+ flux into FO rotation.
The number of proton binding sites varies according to the species and determines the
bioenergetic cost of ATP, namely the synthesized ATP molecules per transported H+, a
rotor efficiency parameter. The H+ pathway through the IMM, which remained enigmatic
for decades, can only be defined when considering the F1FO-ATPase dynamic structures
(Kühlbrandt, 2019).
The FO subunits also contribute to mitochondrial morphology. Accordingly,
supernumerary membrane subunits (SMS) in FO are involved in supercomplex
arrangement and in the IMM ultrastructure. Different SMS participate in the F1FOATPase dimerization in yeasts and in mammals (Arnold et al., 1998; Gu et al., 2019). The
dimers arrange in long rows along the tightly curved IMM ridges, maintain the membrane
structure and play a role in mitochondrial bioenergetics (Blum et al., 2019). Conversely,
bacterial and chloroplast F1FO-ATPases show the minimal subunit composition required
for the enzymatic activity and lack SMS, which play a role in membrane plasticity and
supramolecular assembly.
Many hints suggest that the enzyme oligomeric arrangement as well as the subunit
composition have both functional and structural roles. The recent advances in the
elucidation of the F1FO-ATPase structure impose a continuous re-evaluation of the
enzyme features and roles (Nesci and Pagliarani, 2019). Several aspects remain
controversial and the link between structure and function is often not so easy to follow.
Most likely, the structural F1FO-ATPase arrangement and its role in cellular
physiopathology could have more than one answer. The membrane portion FO, which is
still less known than F1, may still hide intriguing questions to be answered (Nesci et al.,
2016).

Overall architecture of mitochondrial F-ATPase(s)
F-type rotary ATPases are hetero-oligomeric membrane-bound enzyme complexes which
occur in bacteria, chloroplasts and mitochondria with the same architecture featured by
two domains: the chemical nanomotor F1 and the electrical rotary nanomotor FO (Junge
et al., 2009). The mitochondrial enzyme complex has the most complicated subunit
composition (Kühlbrandt, 2019) (Fig. 1). The functional heart of F1 is an asymmetric
hexagonal globular assembly of α and β subunits, arranged as (αβ)3 around the central γ
subunit. This hexamer, in which α and β subunits alternate, hosts three catalytic and three
non-catalytic sites. The catalytic sites are located on β subunits at the interface with α
subunits. Conversely, the non-catalytic sites occur on the α subunits at the interface with
β subunits. The three catalytic β-subunits can adopt three conformations, namely “open”,
“closed”, and “semi-closed”, defined as βE, βTP, and βDP, respectively. The catalytic site
βE is empty, the βTP site hosts Mg·ATP or Mg·ADP, while the βDP site contains Mg·ADP.
Each of the three non-catalytic α subunits has a nucleotide site, which only binds Mg·ATP
(Hahn et al., 2016). According to the binding change mechanism, the β subunit
conformations interconvert each other as the γ subunit rotates (Boyer, 2002). The
orientation of γ subunit bulge dictates the momentary conformation of the three catalytic
sites and their nucleotide occupancy. Conversely, Mg·ATP bound to the non-catalytic
sites allows ADP release from the βDP site and removes the Mg·ADP driven enzyme
inhibition during multiple ATP hydrolysis turnover (Murataliev and Boyer, 1992).
The membrane-embedded FO domain, responsible for H+ flow across the IMM,
shows as signature components the a subunit and the cn-ring, which in turn consists of n
subunits arranged as a palisade to form a sort of cylinder. Interestingly, the number of
transported H+ per complete rotation of the the cn-ring is linked to the number of c

subunits, which varies in the range 8-15 among the species. Consistently, the cn-ring size
is tightly related to the ATP bioenergetic cost. Accordingly, the ratio between H+
translocated and ATP molecules synthesized depends on the number of H+ binding site(s)
on c subunits, which varies with the species and is constant in the same species, and the
three ATP molecules constantly produced by each β subunit in a complete (360)° rotation
of the rotor. In general, an increase in the c-ring size implies an increase in the
bioenergetic cost of ATP, namely a higher number of H+ should be translocated from the
positive side to negative IMM side to synthetize one ATP molecule. Conversely, small c
rings are associated with a low bioenergetic cost to synthesize ATP (Pogoryelov et al.,
2012). In the oxidative phosphorylation system, ∆p, namely the transmembrane
thermodynamic force that links substrate oxidation to ADP phosphorylation to yield ATP,
has two components: ∆Ψ (membrane potential difference) and ∆pH (pH gradient)
between the mitochondrial matrix and the intermembrane space. During evolution, living
organisms have adapted the c-ring size to fulfil the requirements of the prevailing
electrochemical parameter (∆Ψ or ∆pH). Accordingly, when ∆Ψ is the prevailing driving
force accompanied by a low pH gradient, FO shows a small c-ring (von Ballmoos et al.,
2008). Apparently, the marine mussel Mytilus galloprovincialis shows the same working
mode of mammalian F1FO-ATPases, namely a small c ring associated with a prevailing
∆Ψ (Nesci et al., 2013).
Conversely, a large c-ring is typical of species in which the chemical gradient
∆pH overwhelms the electrical gradient ∆Ψ (von Ballmoos et al., 2008). In this case more
H+ should be transported across the membrane, because the difference in H+ concentration
between the two membrane sides is the most important parameter to generate the ∆p.
Moreover, the mitochondrial membrane domain FO has a different subunit composition
in yeast and mammals. Yeast c-ring contains ten c-subunits (Symersky et al., 2012) as in

bacteria (E. coli), while mammalian c-ring only contains eight c-subunits (Gu et al.,
2019).
Some differences among species also exist in the subunit assembly. The
mitochondrial F1FO-ATPase has a complex structure that consists of different subunits
and recruits SMS especially on the FO domain. Conversely, bacterial and chloroplast
F1FO-ATPases exhibit a simplified structure in which the c-ring, a and b subunits form
the minimal functional assembly.
The minimal functional FO composition in mitochondria is supplemented by A6L,
e, f, g, k subunits and by the mammalian diabetes-associated protein in insulin-sensitive
tissue (DAPIT), whose functional orthologue is the i/j subunit in yeasts. Moreover,
mammalian 6.8-kDa proteolipid (6.8PL), absent in yeast, forms a long helix in the middle
of the c-ring (Fig. 2) (Gu et al., 2019). Most of the membrane subunits are encoded by
nuclear genes, while a, A6L and c subunit (identified also as 6, 8 and 9 subunit) for yeast
F1FO-ATPase and only a and A6L for the mammalian complex are encoded by the
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA).

Two half-channels for H+ uptake/release through FO
The H+ pathway across the IMM has remained enigmatic for decades and only the
implementation of technologies in recent years has allowed to clarify how H+ flux is made
possible. Recent developments of X-ray crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy of
FO domain allowed to identify the cluster of charged and polar amino acid residues in the
membrane-intrinsic a-c subunit interface. These amino acid side chains are especially
involved in building the H+ translocation pathway. Unexpectedly, membrane crossing by
H+ exploits a pathway which forms and is localized along the IMM. Accordingly, two
asymmetric aqueous half-channels lie on two long hairpin horizontal α-helices, named

H5 and H6, in the a subunit, juxtaposed to the c subunits, provide access to the H+-binding
sites in the c-ring (Allegretti et al., 2015). This unusual α-helix arrangement in the IMM
is conserved and apparently constitutes an essential feature of all rotary A-, F- and V-type
ATPases (Kühlbrandt and Davies, 2016) The hairpin structure of c subunits spans the
IMM forming an hourglass shape, which features the c-ring, seen laterally from the
membrane side. Since the H+-binding sites are in the concavity, on the outer C-terminal
α-helices of c subunits, the orthogonal arrangement of the α-helices of a subunit perfectly
fits the rotor concavity (Klusch et al., 2017).
Ribbons of F1FO-ATPase dimers are lining up on the highly curved rim folding
the membrane of the cristae (Paumard et al., 2002). Interestingly, the pH value at the edge
of the cristae is higher than that in the intermembrane space opposing the inner boundary
membrane (IBM), so as the local pH gradient along the membrane surface which forms
the cristae is about 0.5 units. This extremely low pH value suggests that the cristae work
as H+ traps, to maintain the ∆p generated by the electron transport chain across the IMM
(Strauss et al., 2008). Consistently, also membrane potential is higher at the cristae than
in the IBM (Wolf et al., 2019). When protons are driven through FO for ATP synthesis,
pH is around 7.2 in the lumen or intracristae space of the channel. The c-ring carboxylate
which hosts the H+-binding site has a standard pKa in water of 5.0, clearly incompatible
with the c-ring protonated state required by the rotation which allows ATP synthesis.
Therefore, in the luminal channel an amazing molecular strategy is built by intermediate
amino acid residues, which make H+ transfer possible. Accordingly, the aGlu-223 residue
in yeast (y) and aGlu-203 in mammals (m) with aHis-185y and aHis-168m on H6 and H5
helix hairpin of a subunit, respectively (Fig. 3AB), form a conserved pair and act as an
intermediate H+-donor site (Srivastava et al., 2018) to cGlu-59y or cGlu-58m of the c-ring.
The Glu-Glu and His-Glu interaction establish multiple H-bridges in the membrane half-

channel that change the pKa of the carboxylic group so as to allow its protonation.
Moreover, the H+ access may be favored by the coordination of a metal ion with aHis168m and aHis-172m, which synchronizes the c-ring protonation to the rotor rotation
(Murphy et al., 2019). On the opposite half-channel, which opens in the matrix side, the
aGlu-162y and aGlu-145m on H5 (matrix) helix (Fig. 3CD) restore the original pKa of
cGlu so as it becomes an effective H+-releasing site allowing the c-ring deprotonation.
Moreover, aArg-176y in yeast or 159m in mammals form an electrostatic barrier between
the two half-channels so as to prevent any H+ short circuiting and act as a positive
attraction pole for the negatively charged carboxylate of cGlu-59y or Glu-58m (Mitome et
al., 2010).
The aqueous cavity on the luminal side viewed from intra-cristae space is made
possible by polar residues, namely the C-terminal portion of f subunit (on the top) flanked
by the N-terminal third TM α-helix of b subunit (on the right), the H5 with H6 helixes of
a subunit (on the bottom) and the loop between helix 3 and helix 4 (on the left). On the
other side, the matrix side half-channel is formed by the orthogonal arrangement of a
subunit H5 helix which joins the C-terminal helix of the c subunit in the aqueous cavity
(Srivastava et al., 2018).
So, the microenvironment built by appropriate amino acid residues is essential for
the function. These observations, coming from the increasing knowledge on the structure
of the F1FO-ATPase, and especially on its membrane domain, strengthen the link between
structure and function and the awareness that every molecular and supramolecular
arrangement perfectly fits its specific role.

How H+ translocation turns into a torque generation
In the last years biochemical and computational data lead to formulate microscopic

models to depict how H+ translocation through the hydrophobic FO domain can generate
a torque. By an amazing mechanism which exploits the FO bioarchitecture, a force (∆p)
perpendicular to the IMM plane is converted to a vectorial torsional force (Τ) parallel to
IMM plane (Elston et al., 1998). The H+ binding sites in the c-ring during the ion
translocation are exposed to two different environments (i.e. hydrophilic environment
within the half-channels and hydrophobic environment inside the IMM), where they
adopt different conformations. In the H+ locally hydrated luminal half-channel, the
carboxylic group of cGlu is oriented in an outward-facing open conformation (H+ unlocked conformation) before protonation and re-orients to an inward-faced closed
conformation (H+ locked conformation), when the c-ring H+ binding site becomes
protonated. On the opposite matrix half-channel, the cGlu is in a H+ locked conformation
and only adopts an H+ un-locked conformation after deprotonation. The binding-sites of
key carboxylate side chains of c-ring embedded in the IMM are always oriented in the
so-called H+ locked conformation, namely in the favoured energy state to enter the IMM
(Pogoryelov et al., 2010). Moreover, the neutralization of the cGlu carboxylate allows the
c-ring to rotate as a result of Brownian motion (Junge et al., 1997). The direction of
rotation is clockwise when viewed from FO toward F1 during the ATP synthesis and
counterclockwise during the ATP hydrolysis (Nesci et al., 2015; Vinogradov, 2019;
Yoshida et al., 2001).
The high H+ concentration in luminal half-channel drives the protonation of cGlu,
where the H+ binding site from the un-locked conformation rearranges to yield the locked
conformation, pushed by ∆p to enter the IMM. When an almost entire rotation of the rotor
is completed, the cGlu reaches the basic half-channel on the matrix side and the low H+
concentration, associated with the negative charge of the “H+-releasing site” on H5 helix
of a subunit, favours the cGlu deprotonation by changing the H+ binding site

conformation to the un-locked form. To ensure the coupling between the H+ movement
and c-ring rotation and prevent a futile H+ shortcut, an essential and conserved aArg-176y
or aArg-159m acts as electrostatic barrier between the two half-channels (Mitome et al.,
2010). Moreover, aArg helps to strip off H+ from cGlu during H+ translocation, without
establishing a salt bridge, which by binding a and c subunits would impede the rotor
rotation. However, the distance of about 4.5Å between the aArg and cGlu in the unlocked conformation does not allow any interaction (Hahn et al., 2018). These charge
positions make the two half-channels at the a/c-ring interface spatially offset.
Accordingly, the two pathways for entry and exit of H+ are disconnected in order to adjust
the rotation direction of the rotor to ∆p (Symersky et al., 2012).
The different conformations in the catalytic subunits of F1, namely βE, βDP and
βTP, also impose different conformations in the transmembrane domain FO during
rotation. The peripheral stalk contains regions, which insert in both F1 and FO domains
and are thought to be flexible so as to exhibit coordinated conformational changes during
the rotation. The central stalk undergoes torsion during catalysis, but also the c-ring shows
conformational fluctuations as it is in contact with the a subunit which transfers H+.
Thus, the coupling of energy transduction and H+ translocation is allowed by a flexible
coupling and conformational adaptations of the F1 and FO domains (Murphy et al., 2019).
The flexible rotor can bend and impose conformational changes within the enzyme
proteins, which generate the torsion in a synchronized way. Moreover, the 6.8PL fills the
central hole inside the c-ring and interacts with it by acting as a mechanical obstacle to
stop the enzyme rotation in the inhibited state. The 6.8PL position may be involved in the
regulation of F1FO-ATPase activity (Gu et al., 2019).

F1FO-ATPase dimerization and tetramerization: a prerequisite for IMM
morphology
Recent advances show that some F1FO-ATPase properties linked to its supramolecular
arrangement at the apex of the cristae and MICOS (mitochondrial contact site and cristae
organizing system) complex at cristae junctions cooperate to yield cristae morphology
(Eydt et al., 2017). Accordingly, F1FO-ATPase dimers found in rows on the IMM appear
to be crucial to form the highly curved ridges of the cristae (Davies et al., 2012). Dimeric
forms were reported in mitochondria, but not in bacteria and chloroplasts. Interestingly,
the dimerization interface in different species has different subunit composition with no
apparent homology (Kühlbrandt, 2019). Furthermore, in mitochondria of various species
four different types of F1FO-ATPase dimers were described. In animals and yeasts (e.g.
Bos taurus, Sus scrofa domesticus, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae) V-shaped dimers,
defined type I dimers, were found, localized on the rim of the cristae with an IMM convex
curvature of about 90° (Hahn et al., 2016; Strauss et al., 2008). Type II dimers of
Polytomella sp. Pringsheim 198.80 are represented by V-shaped F1FO-ATPase dimers
that form a 56°angle between the two central stalks, where an extrinsic proteins of
unknown evolutionary origin, named ATP Synthase-Associated (ASA) subunits, form a
robust peripheral stalk (Blum et al., 2019; Klusch et al., 2017). The type III dimers found
in Paramecium multimicronucleatum are U-shaped with parallel monomers and the two
peripheral stalks laterally offset. Even if the dimer angle is close to zero, the dimers can
generate the helical tubular cristae (Mühleip et al., 2016). Mitochondrial F1FO-ATPases
that form type IV dimers, found in Euglena gracilis and Trypanosoma brucei, have been
poorly explored. In this case the two central stalks form a similar angle to type II dimers,
but they are arranged side by side in parallel as in type III dimers (Mühleip et al., 2017).
Mammalian F1FO-ATPases can also form a tetramer, in turn formed by the assembly of

two dimers that lie antiparallel to each other, joined by two IF1, an endogenous protein
inhibitor (Gu et al., 2019).
The IF1 is evolutionary conserved throughout all eukaryotes and only blocks ATP
hydrolysis without affecting the forward enzyme function of ATP synthesis. Most likely
IF1 is not important for cell survival under normal conditions, but can be crucial under
pathological or stress conditions (Faccenda et al., 2013). The overexpression of IF1 in
some cancer types would be at least partially responsible for the decrease in oxidative
phosphorylation which features cancer cells (Esparza-Moltó and Cuezva, 2018).
However IF1 not only prevents ATP dissipation by the reverse reaction of F1FO-ATPase,
but has other crucial functions including a structural role to yield mitochondrial
morphology (García et al., 2006; Gu et al., 2019; Nakamura et al., 2013). The active IF1
dimer, at acidic pHs in the matrix forms from the dissociation of the tetrameric form and
prevents ATP hydrolysis when ∆p collapses. In the tetramer IF1 is associated with two
F1 domains of two opposite dimers by binding to the catalytic interface between the αDP
and βDP subunits in loose binding conformation. Therefore, the two monomers of the
laterally opposite dimer share the same IF1 and the two IF1 prevent ATP hydrolysis by a
ratchet-like action on the rotor and stabilize the tetramer (Gu et al., 2019).
The F1FO-ATPase dimers are also kept together in rows by a long-range
attractive force that arises from the relief of the overall elastic strain of the IMM (Anselmi
et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the H-shaped tetrameric structure of the mammalian F1FOATPase, consists of two adjacent type I dimers bound by subunit–subunit interactions,
other than by interactions with IF1 dimers (Gu et al., 2019; Nesci and Pagliarani, 2019).
The arrangement of the membrane subunits is crucial to allow the interactions within the
enzyme dimers and tetramers. In general, the four monomers of each tetramer with their
own subunits participate in the building of the contact sites allowing the tetramer

formation. In the F1FO-ATPase tetrameric forms, the dimer pairs are linked by interaction
sites above the IMM. The dimer-dimer interactions involve both k and b subunits of two
adjacent monomers from two different dimers and g-g subunit interactions established
between opposite monomers of different dimers (OMDD). Furthermore, the interactions
between e-e subunits of OMDD form the tetramer core within the IMM. Accordingly,
two dimerization contact sites in mammalian F1FO-ATPase V-shaped type I dimers form
between g/f subunits on one side and the DAPIT/k subunits on the other side of the same
F1FO-ATPase monomer. Finally, these dimers are joined to DAPIT/k subunits and g/f
subunits, respectively on the opposite monomer of each dimer (Gu et al., 2019).
Differently, in yeasts the a, i/j, e and k subunits hold the F1FO-ATPase dimer
by forming tree point of contact between monomers. In the middle of the dimer, at the
interface between two FO domains, two dimerization motifs occur. The former motif is
formed by a subunits and the latter by the i/j subunits of each monomer. The dimerization
motifs of each monomer connect the dimer to the matrix by a subunits, while the
dimerization motif of i/j subunits forms in the intracristae space. Noteworthy, these
double strand planar structures at the interface of the dimer on a subunit and DAPIT
orthologs are not present in the mammalian enzyme. Finally, the α helices connections
extended to the lumen between e and k subunits from different monomers contribute, on
both dimer sides, to join the two monomers (Guo et al., 2017). However, pioneering
studies showed that the physical association of FO domains depend on the occurrence of
e and g subunits and on a putative conserved dimerization GxxxG motif localized in the
transmembrane α-helices of both subunits (Arselin et al., 2003; Bustos and Velours,
2005). The substitution of a glycine residue by leucine into the e subunit motif led to the
loss of g subunit and destabilized the dimeric F1FO-ATPsynthase structure by causing the
concomitant appearance of an anomalous onion-like structure in the cristae (Arselin et

al., 2003). An essential role in the cohesion of monomers was highlighted by e an g
subunits. Indeed, disulfide cross-links between e-g or e-e/g-g increased the stability of
F1FO-ATPsynthase dimers and oligomers, respectively in mitochondrial digitonin
extracts (Bustos and Velours, 2005).
Even if the supramolecular F1FO-ATPase arrangement directly stems from
protein-protein interactions, not all these interactions are involved in IMM bending.
However, the curved structure at the apex of the cristae arises from unusual bridge-shaped
interactions among e, g subunits, and the N-terminal helix of b subunits, as found in yeasts
and mammals (Gu et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2017). This arrangement is reminiscent of a
BAR-like domain that preferentially bends the lipid bilayer to the highly curved and
negatively charged membranes (Peter et al., 2004) to form the apex of cristae.
Finally, the F1FO-ATPase ultrastructural organization, in which monomer pairs
form dimers, dimer pairs form tetramers, which in turn assemble in long rows to form
oligomers, shows that subunit–subunit interactions, which join the enzyme monomers,
also force the IMM to maintain its convexity at the apex of the cristae. The IMM
architecture undergoes a physiological age-dependent change and the typical rim shape
of the cristae disappears when F1FO-ATPase dimers dissociate into monomers.
Consistently, a deep modification of mitochondrial morphology is produced, including a
progressive vesiculation of the IMM, which ultimately leads to mitochondrial dysfunction
and cell death (Daum et al., 2013).

F1FO-ATPase oligomers safeguard mitochondrial functions
Recently, the dimeric form of F1FO-ATPase has been implicated in the mitochondrial
permeability transition pore (mPTP), a large pore in the IMM, which makes the
membrane permeable to ions and other solutes and triggers cascade events that lead to

cell death (Giorgio et al., 2013). As far as we are aware, the involvement of F1FO-ATPase
in the mPTP and especially its structural participation in the mechanism of mPTP
formation and opening are still a matter of debate. Many hints strongly sustain the
hypothesis that the F1FO-ATPase, when activated by Ca2+, which replaces the natural
cofactor Mg2+ when Ca2+ concentration increases, is part of or even coincides with the
mechanism which opens the mPTP (Baines and Gutiérrez-Aguilar, 2018; Nesci et al.,
2018). Accordingly, when the Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase is inhibited by various
compounds, the mPTP formation is delayed or even prevented (Algieri et al., 2019).
The IMM could be depolarized by any increase in conductance upon
mitochondrial Ca2+ overload, due to transmembrane channels and/or transporters, already
described (Carroll et al., 2019; Karch et al., 2019; Mnatsakanyan et al., 2019; Neginskaya
et al., 2019; Urbani et al., 2019). Moreover, in this scenario, the F1FO-ATPase in
monomeric (Alavian et al., 2014) or dimeric form (Giorgio et al., 2013) would contribute
to the membrane depolarization by inducing the largest mPTP pore. Accordingly, even if
many other mitochondrial channels/transporters house smaller sub-conductance
activities, which contribute to the mPTP (Szabo and Zoratti, 2014), most likely they do
not represent the main responsible for IMM depolarization. As far as we are aware, the
mitochondrial F1FO-ATPase is the most likely candidate as high-conductance major
channel mPTP, which is inhibited by cyclosporin A (CsA) but not by bongkrekate (BKA)
(Mnatsakanyan et al., 2019; Urbani et al., 2019). Additionally, the adenine nucleotide
translocase isoforms could form a second low-conductance mPTP inhibited by both CsA
and BKA (Karch et al., 2019; Neginskaya et al., 2019).
Noteworthy, the mPTP activity can be enhanced by Ca2+ and pharmacologically
modulated by selective inhibitors of F1 (Algieri et al., 2019) and FO domain (Bonora et
al., 2017; Mnatsakanyan et al., 2019; Morciano et al., 2018). Newly, purified and

functionally active F1FO-ATPase in monomeric (Mnatsakanyan et al., 2019) and dimeric
form (Urbani et al., 2019) acts as a voltage-gated ion channel which exhibits mPTP-like
properties. Thus, mechanistic insights in the structural/conformational F1FO-ATPase
changes are required to understand how the mPTP opens and closes, since the mechanism
is apparently reversible. Interestingly, some clues strongly suggest that Ca2+-activated
F1FO-ATP(hydrol)ase may trigger the mPTP formation by a cascade of conformational
events that would involve the IMM chemical-physical properties including lipid
composition and membrane curvature (Nesci, 2018; Nesci et al., 2018). The FO domain
features the primary conductance of mPTP, thus suggesting that the channel can form in
the F1FO-ATPase monomeric/dimeric state (Mnatsakanyan et al., 2019; Urbani et al.,
2019). In this context, the a, b, c, e and g subunits, all membrane subunits, are the main
candidates to form the high-conductance channel (Bonora et al., 2013; Carraro et al.,
2018; Niedzwiecka et al., 2020).
The most striking opposition to the hypothesis that the F1FO-ATPase complex or
some F1FO-ATPase subunits may be involved in the mechanism of mPTP formation
comes from reports in cells in which the structurally defective or vestigial F1FO-ATPase
lacks the a subunit, c-ring, OSCP and A6L subunit and consequently cannot translocate
H+. In these cells the mPTP formation was still detectable and CsA-sensitive (He et al.,
2017a, 2017b). Lastly, in the clonal cell line HAP1-∆(c+δ), lacking both c and δ subunits,
the mitochondrial and nuclear-encoded enzyme subunits cannot properly associate, the
enzyme complex is defective, but the mPTP is still detected, even if it does not show high
conductance activity (Carroll et al., 2019).
However, these data cannot rule out a putative structural involvement of the F1FOATPase in the mPTP as an alternative explanation can be provided. It seems clear that
the failed ATP synthase assembly or the absence of e and g subunits (Carraro et al., 2018)

deeply alters the mitochondrial morphology and the formation of the cristae. This
condition can be mimicked by the intact enzyme when Ca2+ promotes conformational
changes in e and g subunits, which would prevent both the ATP synthase oligomerization
and IMM bending. If the IMM at the tips of cristae cannot bend, the membrane curvature
decreases and the mPTP opens.
Moreover, the involvement of F1FO-ATPase in the mPTP is also strengthened by
the report that in aging cells the dissociation of F1FO-ATPase dimers leads to
mitochondrial dysfunction since changes in the IMM permeability are incompatible with
the correct function of the mitochondrial respiratory chain (Di Lisa and Bernardi, 2005).
Most likely, the reversible dissociation of F1FO-ATPase dimers hides the key
which triggers mPTP formation and mitochondrial dysfunctions.

Structural consequences of amino acid changes in FO subunits leading to
mitochondrial pathologies
While mutations in the nuclear genes which encode F1FO-ATPase subunits are
rare and associated with diseases nearly incompatible with life, the most known
mutations, associated with diseases whose severity is related to mitochondrial
heteroplasmy (Uziel et al., 1997), are localized in the mtDNA which encodes two F1FOATPase subunits, a and 8. Accordingly, in mammals mtDNA is known to have a higher
mutational rate than nuclear DNA (Jonckheere et al., 2012). The most frequent mutations
in the ATP synthase associated with human diseases are in the mitochondrial ATP6 gene,
which encodes a subunit, which allows H+ flux within the IMM. Specific amino acids,
which reversibly anchor and channel H+ along their transmembrane route, are required.
Several point mutations have been described (Dautant et al., 2018) and their number is
fated to increase.

As far as we are aware, the most severe mutation is the m.T8993>G
transversion, where the substitution of thymine by guanine results in a missense mutation
(aLeu156Arg) (Trounce et al., 1994). The clinical phenotype belongs to severe
pathologies known as Neuropathy, Ataxia and Retinitis Pigmentosa (NARP) or
Maternally Inherited Leigh Syndrome (MILS), whose severity and classification depend
on the heteroplasmy degree (Uziel et al., 1997). Since the missense mutation is localized
near the crucial electrostatic barrier of aArg-159, the presence of two positive guanidine
groups at short distance from each other reduces the H+ flux across the membrane (Xu et
al., 2015) and, consequently also the ATP synthesis. This transversion mainly causes a
severe energy deficiency, because the F1FO-ATPase cannot work in reverse to pump H+
and re-energize the IMM. However, the two enzyme domains F1 and FO remain
structurally and functionally joined. Accordingly, the sensitivity to oligomycin, the
selective inhibitor that blocks H+ flux within FO, which witnesses the coupling of the two
domains, is maintained (Sgarbi et al., 2006).
Another mutation in the mitochondrial ATP6 gene associated with NARP and
MILS diseases consists in the m.T9176>G transversion on position 220 of a subunit
which changes a conserved leucine into arginine (aLeu220Arg) (Dautant et al., 2018).
Since the aLeu-220 is near the essential aArg-159, this transversion implies the
occurrence of two close Arg residues whose steric hindrance and electrostatic repulsions
destabilize the a subunit. Accordingly, the two vicinal Arg would create a positive barrier,
which blocks H+ flux and consequently decreases ATP synthesis and complex IV
respiration. Moreover, since ATP hydrolysis becomes uncoupled to proton translocation,
as shown by oligomycin insensitivity, the F-ATPase activity cannot pump H+ and build
the membrane potential (Kucharczyk et al., 2019). These two transversions imply the

replacement of a hydrophobic amino acid (Leu) by a basic and positively charged amino
acid (Arg), which dramatically changes the microenvironmental features of the protein.
A milder pathological phenotype is caused by m.T8993>C transition, which
results in Leu156Pro substitution (Kucharczyk et al., 2009). This m.T8993>C transition
increases ROS production, even if allows the maintenance of a slow rotation of the cring, which couples H+ flux to a low ATP synthesis (Baracca et al., 2007; Solaini et al.,
2008). Most likely proline insertion in replacement of leucine modifies the protein
secondary structure, due to the proline 5-membered ring which causes a kink in the
helices (Schmidt et al., 2016) and makes H+ flux difficult.
Myopathy, Lactic Acidosis, and Sideroblastic Anemia (MLASA) is a rare
mitochondrial pathology, which has been recently associated with a de novo transition
(m.G8969>A) in mtDNA which encodes the ATP6 gene (Burrage et al., 2014). The
missense mutation Ser148Asn in a subunit of MLASA patients (Skoczeń et al., 2018) is
localized at one helix turn from the “H+ transfer group” aGlu-145 in the aqueous halfchannel which opens in the mitochondrial matrix (Srivastava et al., 2018). The positive
charge of aAsn-145 establishes electrostatic bonds with aGlu-145 and prevents the H+
translocation which depends on the –COOH deprotonation of cGlu-59 (Skoczeń et al.,
2018).
In cancer, some mtDNA point mutations seem to favour tumorigenesis, and
other mutations would promote cancer metastasis, while mtDNA depletion correlates
with poor prognosis in certain cancer types (Moro, 2019). Mutations that were shown to
accumulate in some cancer types, although in yeast models, have been introduced in
subunit a of yeast; these recent experiments may cast light on the molecular mechanisms
of cancer proliferation. The two mutations aPro153Ser and aLys80Glu (aPro136Ser and
aLys64Glu in humans) are associated with carcinogenesis. Most likely, these mutations

make cancer cells refractory to apoptosis because they inhibit the formation of the mPTP
in the IMM (Niedzwiecka et al., 2018). Proline substitutions by point mutations decrease
the helix packing (Schmidt et al., 2016), while the replacement of Lys by Glu dramatically
changes the polarity and acid–base properties of the microenvironment. Most likely the
aPro153Ser and aLys-80Glu mutants have a distorted a subunit (Niedzwiecka et al.,
2018), which would prevent the formation of the mPTP between the two FO monomers.
To sum up, the mutations in a subunit block or hamper the torque generation
in FO, which is essential for the ATP synthesis by F1 and/or prevent the formation of the
mPTP. Mutations in 8 subunit associated with diseases are much less frequent than that
in a subunit. The mutation Trp55X, where X is a stop codon, implies the shortening of
14 amino acids from the C-terminus of 8 subunit, which destabilizes the enzyme complex.
A mutation in the overlapping region of a subunit and 8 subunit results in a Thr55Arg
replacement in 8 subunit and a met1Thr replacement in a subunit, which cause a decrease
in F1FO-ATP synthase activity in human fibroblasts (Xu et al., 2015).
Cancer and aging share an increased frequency of mutations. The accumulation
of mutations which alter the mitochondrial bioenergetics is at the basis of the
mitochondrial theory of aging: mtDNA point mutations and deletions are known to
accumulate with age in human tissues. Moreover, the occurrence of large mtDNA
deletions has been reported as a driver of premature aging (Moro, 2019). Most likely, the
age-related increase in mutations that alter the mitochondrial morphology, bioenergetics
and lead to mPTP dysregulation (Paradies et al., 2013), involve FO components.

Conclusion
The mitochondrial F1FO-ATPase is now emerging as key enzyme complex in
a variety of cell events, including proliferation and death. The membrane sector FO, even

if not directly involved in catalysis, not only hosts the rotary mechanism driven by H+
flux, which allows ATP synthesis/hydrolysis, but also rules the mitochondrial shape, the
formation of the lethal channel mPTP and the related interplay between supramolecular
structures. The FO subunits and their amino acid composition, which drive the protein
conformations and interactions with membrane lipids, are built and assembled according
to their precise role(s).
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Figure 1. Overall structure of F1FO-ATP synthase monomers in yeast and mammalian
mitochondria. Enzyme subunits are drawn as ribbon representations obtained from
modified PDB ID codes: 6B8H (Guo et al., 2017) and 6J5J (Gu et al., 2019) of yeast (left
panel) and mammalian (right panel) F1FO-ATP synthase monomers, respectively.
According to Chem3D software, subunits with unknown amino acid sequence are drawn
as ball and stick models.

Figure 2. FO domain structure in yeast and mammalian mitochondria. The membrane
subunit composition and their molecular arrangement are shown as ribbon representations
obtained by modifying PDB ID codes 6B2Z (yeast) (Guo et al., 2017) and 6J54 (mammal)
(Gu et al., 2019). Yeast and mammalian FO domains, as viewed from different sides, are
shown on the left and right panel, respectively. According to Chem3D software, subunits
with unknown amino acid sequence are drawn as ball and stick models.

Figure 3. Crucial amino acids for H+ pathway in the a subunit. In A) and B) the lumen
H+-pathway (viewed with a subunit between the observer and the c-ring), in C) and D)
the matrix H+-pathway (viewed with the c-ring between the observer and the a subunit),
in yeast (on the left) and mammalian mitochondria (on the right), respectively. The amino
acid side chains that are involved in the H+ pathway are shown as ball and stick models.
The light-blue oval shape indicates the half-channel region. H5 and H6 indicate the αhelices of a subunit. The a subunits in yeast and mammalian F1FO-ATPases are drawn by
modifying PDB ID codes 6B2Z (Guo et al., 2017) and 6J5A (Gu et al., 2019),
respectively.

